
 

Government of India 
Ministry of Ayush 

Ayush Admissions Central Counseling Committee (AACCC) 
 

Ref.L-14030/12/2021- EP-1 Dated: 06.03.2022 

NOTICE 

Kind Attention: All Candidates Participated in Round-1 & 

Round-2 of AACCC-UG Counseling, 2021. 

The AACCC, M/o Ayush is receiving lot of queries from candidates 

regarding resignation of seats allotted to them during Round-1 & Round-2 

of AACCC-UG Counseling, 2021. 

Condition-1 

In case candidate opted willingness for up-gradation in Round-2 at 

the time of reporting to the Round -1 allotted Institute but not upgraded, 

he/she can resign from the Round-1 allottedseat within 5 days after the 

declaration of result of 2nd Round of AACCC-UG Counseling without 

forfeiture of security money (i.e., from 11:00AM of 06/03/2022 to 

05:00PM of 10/03/2022). 

Condition-2 

If candidates are allotted/upgraded seats in Round-2 and do not want 

to join the same, then they can avail free exit. 

Condition-3 

If Round-1 joined candidates who have not opted willingness for up- 

gradation in Round-2 at the time of reporting to the allotted Institute and 

want to resign from the Round-1 joined seat during Round-2 are 

considered as joined candidates in Round-2 & rules of Round-2 will be 

applicable to them. If such candidates want to resign from the Round-1 

allotted seat, can withdraw/surrender their seat from 11:00 AM of 



06/03/2022 to 05:00 PM 15/03/2022 with forfeiture of Security Money. 

Such candidates are allowed to participate in 3rd/Mop-up Round of 

AACCC-UG Counseling, 2021 by remitting fee and fresh choice fill 

in/submission on the AACCC-UG portal. 

Condition-4 

In case, candidates join their allotted seats in Round-2 & later want 

to resign from the same can withdraw/surrender the allotted seat from 

11:00AM of 06/03/2022 to 05:00PM 15/03/2022 (i.e., 3 days prior to the 

commencement of 3rd Round/ Mop-up Round) with forfeiture of Security 

Money. Such candidates are allowed to participate in Round-3 of 

AACCC-PG Counseling, 2021 by remitting fee and fresh choice fill 

in/submission on the AACCC-UG portal. 

Condition-5 

 

If any candidates withdraw/surrender their joined/admitted seat of 

Round-2 after 05:00 PM of 15/03/2022, he/she will become ineligible for 

any further counseling. (Central/State/UT’s) 

Note: 

Candidates are advised to ensure that their seat 

Surrender/withdrawal letter is generated online (through AACCC-UG 

portal) by the allotted college, failing which the Surrender/withdrawal will 

be treated as ‘Null & Void’ and candidate will be deemed to be 

occupying the seat still, and rules of Round-2 will apply. Any letter 

other than Surrender/withdrawal letter generated through online portal 

will not be considered as ‘Surrender/withdrawal Letter’ 
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